
Confidential Evaluation Report on Clairn for Award
Date Form 211 received by Whistleblower Office Claim number

This document and all related files are "Sensitive but Unclassifted" (SBU) and must always be kept under the personal observation
of an authorized IRS employee or locked in a container,

Keep all whistleblower information in a separate double-sealed envelope. Do not include any whistleblower information or reference to
the existence of a whistleblower in the examination/investigation case file.

Note that a narrative is required for all "yes" answers. Enter the narrative in the fields provided, which expand to fit what is entered.

Please refer to the Form 11369 instnictions and 18CaectiarL7 21IteaaJ1egal01202a and1Rht2n

t Name of individual Whistleblower (WB) 2. WB's Taxpayer identification Number

1 Nam0 of tnxpay0' who committed alleged violation

4 Taxpayer s adWess (cuuding rip code)

5 Taxoayer laenttcation Number(s) 6. Tax years addressed in this report E Tax years still under consideration

8 Are tnere other taxpayers relevant to this claim? When "Yes" s checked, list the relevant taXpayers in the area Yes No
that will appear Gcking on the Y will add a kne and chck ng on the T will remove that line.

9. Desenbe the whistleblower's present/former relationship with the taxpayer and any relevant taxpayers listed above
Former intem ofthe Hotior Academy pmgram established by the taxpayer,

ILcJakumasAurysyed or declined_-Akinh S_es1Lon_12

10. Examinedlinvestigated Cfaims (check on one of the options below to get the required questions)

Ü Examination (to be completed by SBSE, LB&l and TEGE examiners)

D Criminal Investigation (to be completed by Criminal investigation)

Collection (to be completed by personnel involved with collection actions)

11. whistleblower's contributions (to be complotad for n!í claiina excopt swvoyod or duelumd c:inims } Check "No" if na
appkcable Cornpicto the narrative fie d that wdi appear duect y beneath each auesnon answered "Yes'

A. If the whistleblower had knowledge of the tax noncompliance and delayed reporting it to the IRS, dîd that delay -
affect the ability of the IRS to act on the information provided

R Did the whisi!cotower identity spcctc arca(s) of non-compFance or potential ssues

C. Did the infarrnat on pmvided by the whisdeblower lead to rnoitications in the auait or invest qation plan, such as
expand r;g the scope of the auad or ovestigation

D. Did the whmt|eblower ident;fy issue(s) not cominon to this type of taxpayer

E Did the wh;sdeblower dentify issuc(s) not previously known or we!! understood by the Seivice

F D d the Sæviæ use the infonnation p ovided by te whist eblower to develop specific Information Document
Rrquests ODR). leads, or other nquines

G thd the M rvice use the information p ovided by the whistle blow to mlMate the completewss and accuracy of the
response(sj to IDRs or oil cr inqu nes
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11.Whistleblower's contributions (continued) (to be completed for all claims except surveyed or declined claims.) Check
"No" if not applicable. Complete the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered "Yes"

H. Did the whistleblower provide information that would not have been obtained through general audit or investigative O O
techniques

1. Was the whistleblower debriefed? If "Yes," attach copy of all debriefing notes and recorded interviews

J. Did the whistleblower provide assistance during the audit or investigation

K. Did the whistleblower identify connections between transactions, or parties to transactions, that enabled the Service
to better understand the tax implications

L. Did the whistleblower provide relevant technical or legal analysis that saved the IRS work and resources

M. Did the whistleblower identify sources that provided information that was relevant or helpful in identifying the
taxpayer's liability or assets that would not have been identified through other sources of information or through
general investigative techniques

N. Did the whistleblower identify assets that could be used to pay the taxpayer's liability that would not have been
identified through other sources or general investigative techniques

O. Did the whistleblower assist in obtaining the cooperation of others who provided information relevant to the
taxpayer's liability or assets that would not have been identified through other sources of information

P. Old the information provided have an impact on the behavior of the taxpayer (such as a change in subsequentyear
retumpositions)? Check"No" it unknown

Q. Did the whistleblower testify in a criminal and/or civil proceeding against the taxpayer O O

R. Did the whistleblower help identify other parties involved in the same or sirnilar transactions by providing specific
identifying information or by identifying a source for that information (such as a promoter or a transact/on participant O O
who had knowledge of others)

S. Did the whistleblower provide additional information not covered above

T. Did the whistleblower participate in or contribute to the actions, transactions or events (underlying acts) that led to
the underpayment of tax or violation of internal revenue laws

U. Did the whistleblower directly or indirectly profit from the underpayment of tax or tax noncompliance identified O

V. Did some or all of the information provided by the whistleblower come from any of the following public sources: a
judicial or administrative hearing; a government report, hearing, audit or investigation; or the news media

W. Did the whistleblowerwithhold documents or other available inforrnation that could have contributed to the
examination, investigation, or other action

X. Did the whistleblowerdelay informing the IRS after learning the relevant facts, particularly If the delay adversely
affected the IRS's ability to pursue an action or issue

Y. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower's legal representative, if any) negatively affect the IRS's ability to pursue O
the action(s), for exampfe by disclosing the existence or scope of an enforcement activity

Z. Did the whistleblower provide false or misleading information or otherwise violate the penalty of perjury requirements
of section 7623(b)(6)(C) or §301.7623-1(c)(3)

AA. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower's legal representative, ifany) violate instructions provided by the IRS,
particularly if the violation caused the IRS to expend additional resources

BB. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower's legal representative, if any) violate the terms of a contract entered into
with the IRS pursuant to §301.6103(n)-2

Skip to Section '13

To be completed for all claims not examined/investigated. Yes No

12.Was this claim surveyed or declined (enter a narrative explaining the reason(s) for the survey, including
explanations of all items checked "Yes" in the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered)

See attachment

A. Did the whistleblower information result in opening any other investigation with respect to the taxpayer(s) Identified
on this Form 11369 or any other taxpayers where an issue unrelated to the whistleblower issue(s) was discovered
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To be completed for all claims not examined/investigated. Yes No

B. Criminal Investigation only: Was the claim declined due to a lack of criminal potential

Yes No

13. Was the claim transferred or reassigned

14. Signatures (electronic signatures are acceptable)

Name (print) Office symbols Form preparer's signature (required) Date

40P06/08/2017

Name (print) Office symbols Approving official's signature (required) Date

Form 11369 (Rev. 10-2015) Catalog Number 24853B publish.no.ira,gov Depaitment of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service



Department of the Treasury- Intemal Revenue Service WB Claim #

ay 20 7 Explanations of items 2011-ooe17s
Name of taxpayer Tax identification Number (last 4 digits) Year/Period ended

Attachment to Form 11369
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